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Description:

Name the most successful companies over the last 10 years, and you'd be remiss if you didn't
mention Microsoft. Guided by the unique--some would say maniacal--personality of founder Bill
Gates, Microsoft has grown faster and touched more lives than just about any other company in
recent memory. Over the years, the software giant has been dogged by competitors--mainly in
backrooms and courtrooms-- and by the government on charges of unholy monopolies, predatory
practices, and stifling innovation in the PC industry. As the government's ongoing antitrust case
against Microsoft goes to trial, this critical chorus grows even louder, led in part by Wendy Goldman
Rohm's book, The Microsoft File.
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This is the book that Microsoft doesn't want you to read. With the help of "insider" information from
both Microsoft and the government, Goldman Rohm surveys the history of Microsoft's business
practices with PC manufacturers and software vendors. Tracing the development of the
government's antitrust case against Microsoft, starting at the FTC and continuing on at the Justice
Department, she paints a harsh and unforgiving picture that's not at all flattering to Gates or the
rest of Microsoft's top brass. The Bill Gates that emerges from these pages is small, petty, and
deeply paranoid. At the same time, she puts a face on the Justice Department that's never been seen
before. For those who revel in examining the dark underbelly of America's most successful company,
The Microsoft File is a required and enormously entertaining read. It's also a useful primer for
anyone interested in the government's antitrust efforts. Highly recommended. --Harry C. Edwards

Review ...a book that is by turns salacious, unbelievable, and dated. Not a good mix at all. --
Business Week, Steve Hamm

Ms. Rohm's book can at least be read as a germ-seed of the Justice Department's antitrust case. --
The Wall Street Journal, Holman Jenkins Jr.

On the surface, Wendy Goldman Rohm's The Microsoft File: The Secret Case Against Bill Gates
purports to offer standard business fare, detailing Microsoft Corp.'s "pattern of predatory business
practices." But The Microsoft File starts on seamy ground, smearing Gates for his taste in women.
The implication is that Gates and others are morally suspect because of their sexual activities. What
makes this sexual detour irrelevant is that if even a third of what Goldman Rohm says about
Microsoft's business practices is true, Gates may one day make John D. Rockefeller look like a saint.
Using largely unnamed sources, she writes about how Gates allegedly used every trick in a
monopolist's book to force computer manufacturers to sell his software and deny the public
innovation. The book also amply details how Microsoft blatantly copied competitors' products. --
Upside
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